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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

 
AMEREN ILLINOIS COMPANY   ) 
d/b/a Ameren Illinois,    ) 
Petitioner      ) 
       ) Docket No. 12-0293 
Rate MAP-P Modernization Action Plan -  ) 
Pricing Annual Update Filing   ) 
 
 

REPLY BRIEF OF THE CITIZENS UTILITY BOARD 
 

Now comes the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”), pursuant to Rules of Practice of the 

Illinois Commerce Commission (“ICC” or “the Commission”), 83 Ill. Admin. Code Part 

200.800, and pursuant to the briefing schedule established by the Administrative Law Judges 

(“ALJs”), to herby file this Reply Brief in the above-captioned proceeding.  This Reply Brief 

responds to the Initial Brief of Ameren Illinois Company d/b/a Ameren Illinois (“AIC”), the 

Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Staff”) and the People of the State of Illinois by 

Attorney General, Lisa Madigan (“AG”). 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The proceeding is the first reconciliation under the new formula rate tariff of AIC, 

pursuant to Energy Infrastructure Modernization Act (“EIMA”), Public Act 97-616, as modified 

by Public Act 97-646, now codified in 220 ILCS 5/16-108.5.  The Commission has now 

articulated its policies on many of the contested issues in this formula rate reconciliation several 

times, in Commonwealth Edison Company’s (“ComEd’s”) initial formula rate proceeding, 

Docket No. 11-0721; the rehearing of that Order; and in AIC’s initial formula rate proceeding.  

Commonwealth Edison Company, Tariffs and charges submitted pursuant to Section 16-108.5 of 

the Public Utilities Act, Docket No. 11-0721, May 29, 2012 Order (“11-0721 Order”) and 

October 3, 2012 Order on Rehearing (“11-0721 Order on Rehearing”), Ameren Illinois Company 
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d/b/a Ameren Illinois, Rate MAP-P Modernization Action Plan – Pricing Filing, ICC Docket No. 

12-0001, Sept. 19, 2003 Order (“12-0001 Order”).  AIC seeks to re-litigate several issues in 

cases where the results are less than satisfying to it.  The Commission analyses in Docket Nos. 

11-0721 and 12-0001, however, are not results-driven like AIC’s, but rather represents an 

evaluation of the evidence in each proceeding against the legal prescriptions in the new law.  

This proceeding is no longer one of first impression and should not be treated as such.  The 

Commission’s findings in its 11-0721 Order, 11-0721 Order on Rehearing and 12-0001 Order 

should be considered final for the purposes of this rehearing and should be applied consistently 

here where the facts support it. 

The EIMA does not eliminate or significantly limit the Commission’s authority within a 

formula rate context; it merely establishes a formula for annually determining rates.  The EIMA 

makes clear that the performance-based formula rate tariff filed by a participating utility should 

be consistent with the provisions of Article IX of the PUA.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(c)(6).  Thus, 

the Commission maintains the obligation to ensure rates are just and reasonable, and that utility 

investments are prudently made.  220 ILCS 5/9-101.  The EIMA provides for the “recovery of 

the utility’s actual costs of delivery services that are prudently incurred,” (220 ILCS 5/16-

108.5(c)(1)), and does not purport to alter well-established principles of cost-based rates.  The 

Commission’s 11-0721 Order, 11-0721 Order on Rehearing and 12-0001 Order all adhere to 

these principles and appropriately follow the letter of the EIMA so that ratepayers pay just and 

reasonable rates while fully compensating the utility for its investments under this new 

regulatory scheme. 
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III. RATE BASE 
 

C. CONTESTED ISSUES 
 

1. Accrued Vacation Pay 
 

AIC acknowledges the Commission found, in Docket 12-0001, that the same conclusion 

that it reached for ComEd in 11-0721 – that accrued vacation is a source of funds (i.e., a source 

of capital) for the utility and should be reflected as a reduction to rate base—should also be 

applied to Ameren.  AIC Init. Br. at 5-6, citing 12-0001 Order at 59.  AIC continues to argue, 

however, that the accrued liability for vacation pay “is merely an accounting convention” and 

therefore should not be deducted from rate base as an operating reserve.  AIC Init. Br. at 6.  The 

Commission should note that, although AIC objects to treating the accrual as a reduction to rate 

base, AIC, in its Initial Brief, ignored the fact that it included the ADIT on vacation pay in rate 

base.  Yet AIC failed to reflect the corresponding accrued vacation liability amount as a 

deduction from rate base.  Expert accounting witnesses for CUB, Staff, and AG/AARP all 

concluded that the 11-0721 Order and 12-0001 Order are correct to deduct from rate base the 

accrued vacation liability amount net of related ADIT; only the Company contends otherwise.  

The accrued liability for vacation pay is funded by ratepayers, and the ADIT associated with the 

vacation accrual is included in rate base.  Staff Init. Br. at 5, CUB Ex. 1.0 at 10. 

AIC purports to illustrate in a table on page 7 of its Initial Brief, that accrued vacation is 

not “non-investor supplied funds” because the costs are not included in rates until after they are 

paid.  However, the point in time at which a particular cost is recovered from ratepayers does not 

impact whether it should be deducted from rate base, or whether it is in fact a source of non-

investor supplied funds.  At every month-end of 2011 AIC had a balance of accrued vacation pay 

liability.  This indicates that the accrued vacation pay liability is a source of non-investor 
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supplied funds that is continually replenished.  As AIC pays for vacations, additional liability 

amounts for future vacation are accrued.  The average 2011 balance of accrued vacation pay 

liability should therefore be deducted from rate base, net of related ADIT.  AIC’s table also 

ignores the ADIT impact of this accrued liability; it is improper and a mis-match to include an 

addition to rate base for the debit-balance ADIT, without making the corresponding rate base 

deduction for the accrued vacation liability to which that ADIT relates.  AIC’s proposal ignores 

the basic matching principal, and is contrary to previous Commission decisions.  The 

Commission should ignore AIC’s attempts to relitigate this issue and reject its claim that the 

accrued vacation pay does not represent a source of utility funds that should be deducted from 

rate base. 

2. ADIT – FIN 48 
 

AIC states that although this issue was decided in Docket 12-0001, it is continuing to 

contest this issue in order to preserve its right to rehearing and appeal.  AIC Init. Br. at 7.  AIC’s 

claims were all made in Docket No. 12-0001, and nothing has changed in this case.  Here, as in 

Docket No. 12-0001, Ameren claimed certain tax deductions on its tax returns, but nonetheless 

requests ratepayer funding for these amounts that may or may not ever be owed.  

AIC claims that FIN 48 amounts are not a “cost free” source of capital because, if 

uncertain tax positions are not decided in favor of the Company, applicable penalties must be 

recorded.  AIC Init. Br. at 8.  There are two reasons that argument should not influence the 

Commission’s decision.  First, if the taxes (and applicable interest) must be paid at a later date, 

AIC can request to recover the interest from ratepayers at that time.  In contrast, if Ameren’s 

position is adopted and the taxes do not ultimately have to be paid, AIC has unduly received the 

benefit of holding those funds in the meantime.  In the face of uncertainty as to whether recovery 
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will eventually be needed, the Commission should err in favor of ratepayers and reflect the tax 

savings produced by the tax deductions claimed by AIC on its tax returns similar to all other 

ADIT, i.e., as a deduction from rate base for non-investor supplied capital.   

Second, it is unlikely that the taxes and interest will indeed be paid at all.  AIC’s position 

is based on the analysis of its own “experts.” AIC Ex. 15.0 at 9.  However, AIC’s “experts” had 

substantially over-estimated the uncertain income tax positions in 2010, and significant reversals 

were recorded in 2011.  CUB Ex. 1.0 at 9.  Additionally, the Company’s current forecasted 

interest expense on the FIN 48 liabilities for 2012 is zero.  CUB Ex. 2.0 at 10.  Even if interest is 

eventually owed, it would be at 4%.  Id.  That is much lower than AIC’s WACC or equity return, 

and the interest is tax-deductible.  Id.  Ratepayers should not be required to pay a WACC or 

equity return on a source of capital that is at best zero-cost and at worst carries a 4% tax-

deductible interest cost.  Id. 

AIC also argues that taking uncertain tax positions benefits ratepayers, arguing that if it is 

not permitted to recover yet-unpaid taxes, it will not have incentive to take uncertain positions.  

AIC Init. Br. at 9-10.  AIC cites a decision related to its sister company in Missouri to supports 

this proposition.  AIC Init. Br. at 10-11.  AIC does not acknowledge that other electric utilities, 

such as Indiana Michigan Power Company (part of American Electric Power, one of the largest 

electric utilities in the country), are following FERC guidance, which requires FIN 48 amounts 

be treated the same as ADIT.  CUB Ex. 1.0 at 22-23.  The FERC accounting guidelines, which 

are captured in Mr. Smith’s adjustment, reflect the most appropriate regulatory accounting and 

ratemaking treatment of these tax deductions and should be required for AIC in the current 

proceeding. 
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 The Commission has repeatedly found that FIN 48 amounts represent a source of non-

investor supplied capital that should be reflected as a rate base deduction.  12-0001 Order at 43-

44, ICC Docket No. 11-0767 Final Order (Sept. 19, 2012) at 36.  AIC’s position does not provide 

any mechanism to protect customers while awaiting an IRS review, and if the IRS does not 

disallow the tax deduction associated with the FIN 48 reserve, customers will not receive the 

benefit of the deferred tax credits until the first rate case after that IRS decision is made.  12-

0001 Order at 44.  AIC has not produced any new evidence in this case that justifies deviating 

from the Commission’s previous, well-reasoned conclusions on FIN 48. 

3. ADIT – 2012 Bonus Tax Depreciation on Projected Additions 
 

AIC acknowledges that its position in this case is contrary to the Commission’s decisions 

in the 11-0721 Order and the 12-0001 Order.  AIC Init. Br. at 11.  AIC argues that those 

findings are in error, and makes the same arguments that it has made throughout dockets 12-0001 

and the instant docket.  See AIC Init. Br. at 11-12.  AIC’s position continues to ignore the fact 

that tax law provides for 50 percent bonus tax depreciation on 2012 qualifying assets.  CUB Ex. 

1.0 at 27.  If that impact is not accounted for, a significant overstatement, and over-collection 

from ratepayers, will result.  The Commission should strive to minimize over-collection.  

Accounting for the ADIT on projected plant additions is consistent with its decisions in the 11-

0721 Order and the 12-0001 Order.  12-0001 Order at 51-52, 11-0721 Order at 59.  To do so is 

also consistent with appellate precedent, which requires that an offsetting adjustment must be 

made to projected plant additions.  Commonwealth Edison Co. v. Ill. Commerce Comm’n, 405 

Ill. App. 3d 389, 405 (2d Dist 2010).  Contemporaneous increases and decreases to rate base are 

not severable items that can be given disparate treatment.  Id.   
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AIC claims that Staff and Intervenors position amounts to an “additional update – to 

reflect ADIT generated by 2012 plant additions.”  AIC Init. Br. at 11.  This is not an “additional 

update” – it simply matches ADIT for 2010 bonus tax depreciation for the same time period as 

the 2012 projected plant additions, which are being included in rate base.  AIC further makes a 

statutory interpretation argument and argues that “guard[ing] against overstated rate base is of no 

consequence.”  Id. at 12.  Though AIC is not concerned with over-collecting from ratepayers, the 

Commission should be.  The Commission should continue to follow appellate precedent and its 

own previous decisions, and should match rate base to include ADIT for the same time period as 

plant additions. 

  4. Step-Up Basis Metro 
 

AIC claims that the transfer of certain tax depreciable assets from Union Electric to CIPS 

had a zero effect on rate base, and that Mr. Effron’s recommendation is “an attempt at double-

counting.”  AIC Init. Br. at 13-14.  However, as Mr. Effron explained, the transfer took place at 

the book value of the assets, which at the time of the transfer was higher than the tax basis.  

AG/AARP Init. Br. at 19.  Mr. Effron and AIC agree that there was no gain for tax purposes at 

the time of the transfer.  Id., AIC Init. Br. at 13.  Mr. Effron and AIC also both agree that, at the 

time of the transfer, CIPS “stepped up” the tax basis of the assets to their book value so that the 

book basis was equal to the tax basis.  AG/AARp Init. Br. at 19.  Ameren argues that CIPS set up 

an offsetting contra-deferred tax liability in account 190 so that the deferred taxes at the date of 

the purchase was zero.  AIC Init. Br. at 13.  

 Mr. Effron does not contest that such an offsetting entry was made, and that is in fact the 

basis of his adjustment.  Mr. Effron testified that the result of the offsetting entries to account 

190 was credits to account 411.  AG/AARP Init. Br. at 19.  AIC refers to an additional offset that 
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was made to accounts 282 and 410.  AIC Init Br. at 14.  Mr. Effron addressed that issue in his 

rebuttal testimony.  For ratemaking purposes, the ADIT balance should follow the assets, without 

any entry to account 190 to offset the credit balance of ADIT.  AG/AARP Exhibit 4.0 at 3.  Mr. 

Effron explained that the issue here is not what is presently on the Company’s books – it is 

whether what is on the Company’s books is appropriate for ratemaking.  Id.   

 The Commission should re-visit its conclusion in the 12-0001 order in light of the 

evidence in this docket.  As AG/AARP explain in their Initial Brief, regardless of what is 

presently on AIC’s books, the fact remains that there were related ADIT on the books of UE at 

the time of the transfer to CIPS, making the net rate base value of the assets higher in the hands 

of CIPS than in the hands of the affiliate from whom the assets were purchased.  AG/AARP Init. 

Br. at 20-21.  An adjustment is therefore necessary, based on the value of the assets at the time of 

the transfer. 

IV. OPERATING EXPENSES 
 

C. CONTESTED ISSUES 
 

2. Account 909 – Advertising Expense 
  

a. Focused Energy. For Life. Initiative Costs 
 

Section 9-225 of the PUA allows recovery of costs for messages that are not promotional, 

goodwill, or institutional in nature.  220 ILCS 5/9-225(2).  The Commission should find that AIC 

has failed to meet its burden to prove that ratepayers should bear $582,137 in costs for the 

advertising expenses incurred under this account.  See AIC Init. Br. at 25.  Staff and CUB have 

demonstrated how the advertisements at issue are goodwill and institutional in nature and why 

100% of the costs for the “Focused Energy. For Life” campaign should be disallowed.  Goodwill 

or institutional advertising that is not recoverable is “designed primarily to bring the utility’s 
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name before the general public in such a way as to improve the image of the utility” and which 

the Commission does not find “to be in the best interest of the Consumer.”  220 ILCS 5/9-

225(1)(d); (2). 

AIC witness Ms. Lord claimed the advertisements in the campaign addressed 

conservation, service reliability and safety, and information about utility functions, terms, and 

conditions.  AIC points to messages shown in Ameren Exhibit 25.1 as evidence that the 

campaign included the types of information for which the PUA allows cost recovery.  Setting 

aside the fact that these television and radio commercial advertisement descriptions were only 

revealed to the parties in Ameren’s surrebuttal testimony, a close inspection reveals an 

impermissible purpose behind a number of the advertisements produced.  For example, pages 1 

and 8 of Ameren Exhibit 25.1 contain descriptions of very similar television and radio 

commercials regarding general Smart Grid investment information.  See AIC Ex. 25.1, pp. 1, 8.  

Neither advertisement includes information about energy conservation, how Ameren’s customers 

can ensure service reliability and safety, or information about how AIC’s ratepayers should act 

around downed power lines.  Id. 

Moreover, Ameren Exhibit 25.2 explains how the purpose of the CoreBrands Research 

project, the costs for which AIC has self-disallowed, “was to determine if there is a relationship 

between a company’s marketing communication activities and a positive impact [sic] a 

company’s shareholder returns.”  AIC Ex. 25.2.  Although Ameren is not seeking recovery of the 

costs for the particular consultant who prepared that invoice, this exhibit reveals the “primary 

design” of AIC’s “Focused Energy. For Life” campaign.  The Commission should deny AIC 

recovery for $582,137 in costs for the advertising expenses incurred for the “Focused Energy. 
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For Life.” campaign because it is designed primarily to bring AIC’s name before the general 

public to improve AIC’s image. 

Indeed, Ms. Lord admits that the “Focused Energy. For Life.” campaign was intended to 

provide “a consistent ending to all of the messages to tie them together as messages from the 

utility.”  AIC Ex. 17.0 at 6.  This design, to tie messages to the utility, is precisely the kind of 

messaging that brings the utility’s name before the general public to improve the image of the 

utility, which is the type of advertising that utilities cannot recover pursuant to the PUA.  220 

ILCS 5/9-225(1)(d).  Although AIC “self-disallowed” approximately $22,000, the remaining 

amount that AIC continues to request contains the same “Focused Energy. For Life.” corporate 

image building messaging that is primarily institutional or goodwill in nature.   

In its Initial Brief, AIC makes the incredible claim that because it was the only party that 

has reviewed “all” of the vouchers associated with the “Focused Energy. For Life.” initiative, the 

Commission should blindly accept AIC’s self-adjustment as sufficient.  AIC Init. Br. at 28.  This 

claim is invalid for at least three reasons.   

First, AIC only provided all of the vouchers on August 23, 2012 as voluminous 

confidential documents.  Verified Motion of AIC to Maintain Protection of Confidential and 

Proprietary Info., ICC Docket No. 12-0293 (Sept. 19, 2012).  AIC only made this information 

available five days before Staff and Intervenors’ rebuttal testimony was due to be filed with the 

Commission.  See Case Management Plan, ICC Docket No. 12-0293 (June 12, 2012).  AIC 

produced this information at such a late stage despite the fact the multiple witnesses, including 

CUB witness Mr. Smith, recommended disallowance of the entirety of AIC’s costs with regard 

to the “Focused Energy. For Life.” campaign in their direct testimony.  See CUB Ex. 1.0 at 32-

33; AG/AARP Ex. 1.0 at 35-37.  That Staff and Intervenors were not able to review “all” of 
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AIC’s vouchers for these expenses is not evidence that any of the asserted costs were reasonable, 

and is certainly not evidence that AIC’s self-adjustment is sufficient to remove the impermissible 

costs. 

Second, Mr. Smith, in fact, reviewed an actual print advertisement from the “Focused 

Energy. For Life.” campaign included in response to a Staff data request and found no 

information on how to act around downed power lines, how customers can become more energy 

efficient, or even a reference to any of the three websites that AIC claims contain such 

information.  See CUB Ex. 2.0 at 31-32; CUB Ex. 1.3 at 27-31.  The AIC Journal excerpts 

reviewed by Mr. Smith similarly contained no specific information on energy conservation, 

safety or reliability and were found to be corporate image building in nature.  Id.  Staff also 

concluded that the “Focused Energy. For Life.” advertising campaign was institutional 

corporate-image building advertising that should be disallowed.  Staff has removed the 

Corporate Branding advertising expense including the “Focused Energy. For Life.” amount of 

$604,302.  Staff Ex. 8.0, Sched. 8.04 at 5; Staff Init. Br. at 17.  Despite the fact that they did not 

review all of AIC’s vouchers for these expenses, the Intervenors’ testimony regarding the 

impermissible purpose behind the “Focused Energy. For Life.” campaign provides sufficient 

evidence for the Commission to deny AIC recovery for the campaign’s costs. 

Third, Staff’s Initial Brief noted that the Commission’s treatment of the same advertising 

campaign expenses in its 12-0001 Order counsels in favor of complete disallowance here.  Staff 

Init. Br. At 18.  In its 12-0001 Order, the Commission found no reason why ratepayers must pay 

to send messages of the type included in the “Focused Energy. For Life.” campaign that could be 

handled through existing means.  12-0001 Order at 89.  AIC did not carry its burden to show 

why the Commission’s concerns in the 12-0001 Order were allayed by AIC’s testimony in this 
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proceeding.  Instead, Intervenors demonstrated that the “Focused Energy. For Life.” campaign 

costs were impermissibly motivated by a desire to bring AIC’s name into the public light and 

contained little to none of the information for which the PUA allows recovery.  The Commission 

should reapply its sound reasoning from the 12-0001 Order and deny recovery of an additional 

$582,137 in operating expenses for the “Focused Energy. For Life.” advertising campaign. 

3. Account 930.1 – Corporate Sponsorship 
 

Section 9-225 of the PUA prohibits ratepayer recovery of institutional or goodwill 

advertising.  220 ILCS 5/9-225(2).  In its 12-0001 Order, the Commission held that Subsection 2 

of Section 9-225 of the PUA prohibits direct or indirect expenditures for goodwill or institutional 

advertising from being included in rates unless found to be in the best interest of the consumer.  

12-0001 Order at 95.  Although AIC self-excluded some costs for athletic events and tickets, the 

Commission found that costs related to the remaining corporate sponsorships could not be 

recovered from ratepayers since they “bring AIC’s name before the public in a philanthropic 

light.”  Id.  

Regarding the expenses that AIC seeks to recover in this proceeding, CUB witness Mr. 

Smith testified that the entirety of AIC’s costs ($273,750) for the sporting and culture events 

sponsored under this account were for corporate image building and should not be charged to 

ratepayers.  CUB Ex. 2.0 at 33-34.  Mr. Smith explained that AIC’s expenses were unnecessary 

for the provision of safe and reliable electric distribution services and AG/AARP witness Mr. 

Brosch similarly recommended 100% disallowance of $273,750, even though he reviewed the 

data requests that AIC claims would prove the Company right.  Tr. at 367:2-8.  Staff witness Ms. 

Chang recommends removal of $261,000 from Account 930.1 and Staff points out that these 

expenses contain a “common feature underlying such sponsorships is that they put the Ameren 
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corporate name before the public in a philanthropic light.”  Staff Init. Br. at 23 (citing CUB Ex. 

2.0 at 32-33). 

Nevertheless, AIC witness Ms. Pagel argued that it was appropriate for AIC to recover 

community event costs because those events depend largely on corporate sponsors and because 

these events gave AIC employees opportunities to volunteer their time.  AIC Ex. 14.0 at 23. 

AIC’s argument misses the point that these sponsorships are at AIC’s discretion and it should be 

left to AIC’s shareholders to decide whether favorable public image and other intangible benefits 

that may result from such expenditures are worth AIC shareholder dollars.  AG/AARP Init. Br. at 

36.  While AIC removed $127,154 in corporate sponsorships for athletic events that provided 

AIC with a tangible benefit in the form of tickets, its claim that because it has self-disallowed the 

costs for events where AIC employees received tickets it should be able to recover the rest of the 

costs under this account has no legal basis.  The PUA does not recognize a distinction between a 

goodwill expense that receives consideration and one which solely promotes the image of the 

utility.  See 220 ILCS 5/9 -225.  If $127,154 is disallowable under the PUA, then so is $273,750.  

AIC personnel attended events that AIC sponsored using this account and for which AIC 

continues to seek cost recovery.  Tr. at 167-170.  Yet, even though AIC personnel enjoy the 

benefits of these events as well as events for which AIC self-disallowed cost, AIC insists on 

treating these two amounts differently.  Staff Init. Br. at 22.  In its 12-0001 Order, the 

Commission rejected a similar self-disallowance as insufficient because “the withdrawn 

sponsorships do not seem all that different from those for which AIC still seeks recovery.”  12-

0001 Order at 95.  The same logic applies here. 

AIC argues that there must be some evidence of intent on the part of the utility since “for 

the purpose” is used in the PUA’s definition of “promotional” and “designed primarily” is used 
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in the PUA’s definition of “goodwill or institutional.”  AIC claims that there is no evidence of 

such intent in this proceeding.  AIC Init. Br. at 33-34.  But AIC’s intent is plainly evident from 

Ms. Pagel’s testimony.  She stated that “[t]hese costs support worthy community events whose 

existence depends largely in part on corporate sponsors” and that these costs “support events that 

provide opportunities for employees to volunteer their time.”  AIC Ex. 14.0 at 24.  As the 

Commission has noted already, AIC is free to be a good corporate citizen and enjoy the ensuing 

benefits, but it cannot pass the costs of doing so to its customers.  12-0001 Final Order at 95.  

That AIC’s employees need or want volunteer opportunities is not a permissible reason to burden 

ratepayers with corporate sponsorship costs.  See 220 ILCS 5/9-225(3).   

AIC argues that the Commission should allow for recovery of costs for civic event 

contributions here since it allowed recovery of those costs in another proceeding.  Commonweath 

Edison Company, Proposed general increase in electric rates, ICC Docket No. 10-0467, Final 

Order at 109 (May 24, 2011) (10-0467 Order).  However, the Commission’s decision to allow 

expenses for civic event contributions in that case is factually and legally distinguishable from 

AIC’s claimed expenses here.  In the 10-0467 Order, the Commission rejected disallowance of 

certain expenses “because the donations were made indirectly by Exelon on ComEd’s behalf.”  

Id. at 108.  No party in this proceeding alleged that AIC’s expenses should be disallowed 

because of a parent company’s direct or indirect involvement.  Also, the Commission allowed 

recovery of civic event contributions in the 10-0467 Order under Section 9-227 of the PUA, 

which allows for recovery of certain charitable contributions.  Id. at 109.  Here, however, AIC 

seeks recovery for corporate sponsorship expenses under Section 9-225 of the PUA which 

contains the prohibition on recovery of goodwill or institutional advertising.  Thus, the 

Commission’s decision in the 10-0467 Order does not aid AIC’s argument that corporate 
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sponsorships should be recovered despite Section 9-225’s prohibition on goodwill and 

institutional advertising. 

AIC claims that the record here demonstrates that AIC sponsors local community events 

primarily for informational and educational purposes.  AIC Init. Br. at 34.  But as the 

Commission has noted, AIC is not prevented from using shareholder funds to promote its brand 

to the public, support community events, and give AIC employees volunteer opportunities.  12-

0001 Final Order at 95.  And as AIC’s own testimony establishes, the motivating purposes 

behind these corporate sponsorships include impermissible motivations such as supporting 

community events and providing employees with volunteer opportunities.  See AIC Ex. 14.0 at 

23.  Moreover, if the overriding purpose behind these sponsorships was properly the education of 

AIC’s customers, then AIC provides no reason why it should self-disallow $127,154 of costs for 

which AIC received tickets in exchange.  The Commission should conclude, as it did in its 12-

0001 Order, that the entirety of AIC’s claimed Account 930.1 expenses for corporate 

sponsorships should be disallowed. 

4. Deferred State Income Tax Expense 
 

The change in Illinois’ state income tax rate should be treated by the Commission the 

same way it treated that change under formula rate regulation for ComEd and as required by the 

EIMA; the Commission should therefore reduce AIC’s deferred state income tax expense by 

$3.31 million more than AIC has recognized.  CUB witness Mr. Smith explained that because 

both ComEd and Ameren use the FERC Uniform System of Accounts, Generally Accepted 

Accounting Principles and because they both operate under the same state regulatory and 

ratemaking principles, the Commission should similarly treat the change in state income tax law 

for both utilities.  CUB Ex. 1.0 at 36.  Examining the change in state income tax law, Mr. Smith 
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and AG/AARP witness Mr. Brosch netted the $1.814 million increase in current state income 

taxes against the $4.137 million decrease to deferred state and federal income tax expense for 

purposes of the EIMA’s amortization provision to find that amortization was inappropriate.  

CUB Ex. 2.0 Corrected at 22; AG/AARP Ex. 3.0 at 33. 

Section 16-108.5(c)(4)(F) of the Act provides for amortization “of the full amount of 

each charge or credit that exceeds $3,700,000 … in the applicable calendar year and that relates 

to a workforce reduction program’s severance costs, changes in accounting rules, changes in law, 

compliance with any Commission initiated audit, or a single storm or other similar expense.”  

Changes in law include “those relating to taxes…occurring after the effective date of this 

amendatory Act of the 97th General Assembly.”  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(c)(4)(F) (emphasis 

added).  The overall net impact of the state income tax rate change, according to Ameren’s own 

calculations, is $2,323,283.  AIC Ex. 11.0R lines 760-786.  AIC argues that netting the two 

amounts is not contemplated by the statute since it requires amortization “of the full amount of 

each charge or credit,” claiming that the current tax increase and the deferred tax reduction are 

separate “charges or credits.”   AIC Init. Br. at 48.  This interpretation of the PUA ignores the 

rest of that provision of the law, which requires that any change in law must occur “after the 

effective date of this amendatory Act of the 97th General Assembly” to trigger the amortization 

provision.  220 ILCS 5/16-018.5(c)(4)(F) (emphasis added).   

The effective date of the amendatory act which created the amortization provision was 

October 26, 2011.  See Public Act 97-0616 (Oct. 26, 2011).  The effective date of the change in 

state income tax law was January 13, 2011.  See 35 ILCS 5/201(b)(10); Public Act 96-1496 (Jan. 

13, 2011).  Therefore, the change in state income tax law that could trigger the amortization 

provision did not, in fact, occur after the effective date of the provision itself.  Although the state 
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corporate income tax rate itself changes in future years, those changes do not require any further 

changes in the law governing those rates.  That is, the law that became effective January 13, 

2011 includes those future changes in state income tax rates.  Thus, the Commission should 

properly apply the plain language of the PUA and order AIC to reduce its operating expenses by 

an additional $3.31 million.  More importantly, the net impact of the change in the state income 

tax rate on AIC’s income tax expense did not exceed the $3,700,000 threshold specified at 

Section 16-108.5(c)(4)(F) of the Act.  The $1.814 million increase in current state income taxes, 

netted against the $4.137 million decrease to deferred state and federal income tax expense, 

results in a “full amount” of the charge or credit being $2.3 million, under the threshold 

established for amortization in the PUA.  See CUB Ex. 2.0 Corrected at 22; AG/AARP Ex. 3.0 at 

33. 

AIC’s interpretation of the amortization provision also ignores the fact that the singular 

action which is the genesis of the increase in current taxes and decrease in deferred taxes is one 

particular change in Illinois state tax law – a premise with which AIC witness Stafford agreed.  

Tr. at 232:15-18.  Thus, even if the amortization provision did not require a post-enactment 

change in law to trigger the provision, the “full amount” of the charge or credit resulting from the 

change in law is the net calculation offered by Mr. Smith and Mr. Brosch, which falls under the 

threshold triggering amortization in the law.  AIC claims that the Commission’s treatment of 

Electric Distribution Taxes (“IEDT”) in its 11-0721 Order supports AIC’s interpretation of 

Section 16-108.5(c)(4)(F) as not requiring a netting of related charges and credits and of AIC’s 

definition of the applicable calendar year.  AIC Init. Br. at 49-50.  Yet, the IEDT credit was a 

“one-time” credit, unlike the recurring effect of the change in state income tax law.  See 11-0721 

Order at 105.  Indeed, ComEd was proposing amortization of this amount in IEDT taxes 
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precisely because it was “a one-time, unique credit applicable to the 2010 calendar year at issue.”  

Id. at 106.  Thus, instead of arguing over whether the amount should be amortized at all, 

Intervenors and ComEd argued over the number of years over which amortization should take 

place.  Id. at 106-107.  Therefore, the Commission did not address the propriety of netting 

charges and credits related to a singular change in the law in its 11-0721 Order and its decision 

in that case does not support AIC’s contention that the PUA requires a segregated analysis of 

amounts resulting from one change in state tax law. 

Moreover, any amortization allowed by the Commission must be “consistent with 

Commission practice and law.”  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(c)(4).  It would be inconsistent with 

Commission practice to allow for amortization of an event that is not unusual or that occurs with 

a known and definite timeframe.  Indeed, Mr. Smith testified that the impacts from the change in 

state income tax law are currently known and are annually recurring.  CUB Ex. 2.0 Corrected at 

22.  Mr. Brosch explained that ratemaking policy behind allowing amortization does not apply to 

this situation since this is not an unusual event occurring only once.  AG/AARP Ex. 3.0 at 34.  

Mr. Smith also testified that Ameren’s approach violates the matching principle since Ameren 

recalculated its 2011 jurisdictional state income tax expense due to the change in state income 

tax rates.  CUB Init. Br. at 23.  Staff agreed with CUB and explained that the amortization 

provision in the Act provides for recovery of unusual and significant costs that occur once to be 

spread, for recovery purposes, over a longer time period.  Staff Init. Br. at 29.  As Staff noted, 

however, the tax credit resulting from the change in state income tax law has an impact that will 

be realized in the future periods when the deferred taxes will be paid out.  Staff Init. Br. at 30.  

Nevertheless, if circumstances do change, formula ratemaking under the EIMA provides Ameren 

with the opportunity to update relevant calculations.  AG/AARP Ex. 3.0 at 35.  Thus, consistent 
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with Commission practice and the EIMA, AIC’s deferred state income tax expenses should be 

reduced by $4.137 million, which requires a further $3.31 million reduction than what AIC has 

already recognized for one-fifth of the impact of this change in law. 

V. REVENUES 
 

B. POTENTIALLY CONTESTED ISSUES 
 

1. Late Payment Revenues 
  

AIC admits that 100% of electric late payment fee revenues are Commission 

jurisdictional.  AIC Ex. 11.0 at 29.  However, AIC points to issues with Rider PER and 

complains that only 45% of late payment revenues are attributable to distribution service costs, 

and the remaining revenues are attributable to costs recovered through other tariffs and riders.  

AIC Init. Br. at 56.  AIC’s claimed issues with Rider PER do not affect this docket, however.  If 

the Commission allows AIC to ignore 55% of late payment revenues for purposes of ratemaking, 

a windfall to shareholders will result.  The Commission has acknowledged as much in its 12-

0001 Order.  12-0001 Order at 105.   

AIC witness Mr. Stafford admits that 100% of electric late payment fee revenues are 

Commission jurisdictional.  AIC Ex. 11.0 at 29.  However, Mr. Stafford claims that including all 

late payment revenues would not be appropriate because the vast majority of dollars at issue are 

related to electric power supply service, and the Company does not recover all of its electric 

power supply-related costs through Rider PER and does not credit back through Rider PER late 

payment revenue associated with electric power supply.  Id. at 34.  AIC’s arguments with regard 

to Rider PER, i.e. that the Commission should allow AIC to retain for shareholders the majority 

of late payment revenues at this time and then address changes to the Rider at a later date, do not 

change the facts of this proceeding.  Any alleged problems that may exist with that Rider are 
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independent of the formula rate review, and thus the Commission should correct the 

inappropriate allocation of late payment revenue in this docket.  CUB Ex. 3.0 at 34-35.   

 The Commission has already decided this issue in its 12-0001 Order.  The Commission 

recognized that to apply only the proportion of ratepayer funds in Account 450 equal to electric 

delivery service and ignoring the remainder represents a windfall to shareholders.  12-0001 

Order at 105.  The Commission was persuaded by the fact that, although late fees are attributable 

to a customer’s entire bill, there are other areas, such as customer deposits, that are not tied or 

limited to the proportion of revenue derived from delivery services alone.  Id.  The Commission 

recognized that retaining a significant portion of late payment revenues for shareholders is a 

disservice to ratepayers.  Id. at 106.  CUB, AG/AARP, and Staff all agree that an adjustment is 

necessary.  These amounts, paid entirely by retail ratepayers, should not be inappropriately 

retained by shareholders. 

VIII. FORMULA RATE TARIFF 
 

B. CONTESTED RECONCILIATION ISSUES 
 

1. Year-End or Average Rate Base 
 

This issue has been effectively settled by the Commission’s recent orders in both 

ComEd’s and AIC’s initial formula rate dockets, the 11-0721 Order, 12-0001 Order and 11-

0721 Order on Rehearing.  In each of those proceedings, the Commission correctly concluded 

that average rate base was the appropriate measure of rate base for purposes of calculating the 

reconciliation balance.  In a third Commission decision issued just last week, the Commission 

reaffirmed this determination in its October 3, 2012 11-0721 Order on Rehearing.  AIC, 

however, persists in requesting this Commission to reverse this established course and ignore its 

own decisions.  AIC concludes in its Initial Brief that these two decisions “cannot be considered 
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determinative at this time in this Docket,” reasoning that the time for rehearing in Docket 12-

0001 and a potential appeal keep these issues live and subject to change.  AIC Init. Br. at 69.  At 

this juncture, the parties cannot pontificate about whether the Commission will take rehearing in 

Docket No. 12-0001, or what the appellate courts could conceivably decide in several years’ 

time.  The issue should be considered settled for purposes of this proceeding because the 12-

0001 Order specifies that average rate base should be used for this and all future reconciliation 

proceedings.   

Additionally, AIC claims that the record in this proceeding is different from that in 

Docket No. 12-0001, and therefore a different result is justified.  In supporting this claim, AIC 

refers to the Commission’s failure to admit House Resolution 1157 into evidence in Docket No. 

12-0001.  AIC is off the mark for two important reasons.  First, Ameren apparently forgot that 

the Commission did, in fact, grant its interlocutory request to reconsider the ALJs’ decision to 

strike House Resolution 1157 from the record.  Thus, House Resolution is in the record in 

Docket No. 12-0001, and the Commission gave that resolution “the weight afforded to it under 

the governing jurisprudence.”  12-0001 Order at 3.  In the end, the Commission agreed with 

CUB and other Intervenors, which have repeatedly argued in various proceedings that House 

Resolution 1157 deserves no weight, that “while some claim to know what was intended when 

Public Acts 97-0616 and 97-0646 were enacted, the Commission is not bound by the views of a 

few as to what the statute requires.”  12-0001 Order at 174.  Thus, there is no difference between 

the evidence presented in Docket Nos. 12-0001 and 12-0293 on this issue and the Commission 

should come to the same conclusion as to the import and relevance of House Resolution 1157 

(AIC Ex. 18.1). 
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Second, the Commission’s 12-0001 Order established the prospective policy regarding 

the applicable interest rate to apply to reconciliation balances, and this is the first context in 

which that policy will be applied.  The Commission concluded: 

Having concluded that the legislature left room for interpretation 
of Public Acts 97-0616 and 97-0646 and bearing in mind the 
impact on customers, the Commission finds that for purposes of 
determining the rate year revenue requirement, year-end rate base 
should be used.  For purposes of determining the reconciliation 
revenue requirement, average rate base should be used.  
Calculating the overall revenue requirement for the formula rate 
each year in this manner reasonably reflects the language of the 
statute and sufficiently balances the interests of shareholders and 
customers. 
 

AIC Initial Rate Order at 175.  Thus, absent a significantly different set of facts in this 

reconciliation justifying a different result, the Commission’s determination in 12-0001 applies to 

this reconciliation.  AIC has not shown any difference in fact or law to justify a departure from 

this three-week old Commission policy. 

AIC also argues that the purpose of EIMA is to eliminate regulatory lag, and that this 

Commission policy frustrates that objective.  AIC Init. Br. at 73.  AIC gets it wrong yet again.  

The phrase “regulatory lag” is not even present in EIMA.  The purpose of the formula rate 

legislation was not eliminate regulatory lag as much as possible or even to provide a 

participating utility with the greatest and earliest possible recovery.  Rather, EIMA articulates the 

General Assembly’s desire to encourage the modernization of the State’s electric grid, and found 

that regulatory reform measures that increase predictability, stability, and transparency in the 

ratemaking process were needed to promote that investment.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(a).  The 

Commission correctly noted that the statute “clearly contemplates some lag involved in the 

reconciliation process and it compensates utilities subject to it by allowing them to receive 

interest.”  ComEd Order at 20.  Requiring that rate base be calculated based on average year rate 
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base rather than year-end rate base ensures that rates will be predictable, stable and transparent, 

and ensures that only the utility’s actual costs are recovered from ratepayers.  This new 

regulatory scheme fully compensates the utility for any regulatory lag by allowing interest to 

accrue on the reconciliation balance.   

Under the new formula rate structure, unlike a typical historical test year rate case, a 

reconciliation will measure the utility’s actual earnings during each twelve-month calendar year.  

By comparing the projected investments from 2013 to the average rate base from 2013, the 

reconciliation will appropriately and correctly compare AIC’s projected investments to what 

actually occurred throughout 2013.  In contrast, AIC’s proposal to use year-end rate base in the 

reconciliation would result in ratepayers paying more than AIC’s actual revenue requirement for 

the calendar year because it would produce the regulatory equivalent of assuming that every new 

plant addition, whether put into service on January 1 or December 31, whether used and useful 

for 365 days or for only one day, was recoverable as if put into service on January 1st.  The 

Commission’s 12-0001 Order and 11-0721 Order and 11-0721 Order on Rehearing all 

recognize this and appropriately apply the plain meaning of the EIMA.  The Commission should 

therefore once again conclude that average rate base be used for purposes of calculating the 

reconciliation revenue requirement. 

2. Interest Rate On Under/Over Collections 
 
 The Commission has rejected the utility’s request to apply its respective weighted 

average cost of capital (“WACC”), which would have provided each utility a full equity return 

including long-term debt on a short-term balance spanning from one to two years.  On October 3, 

2012, the Commission once again rejected ComEd’s plea to apply its WACC to the 

reconciliation balance and determined that the utility’s short-term debt rate should be used 
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instead.  11-0721 Order on Rehearing.  Like the average vs. year-end rate base issue, AIC again 

claims that the issue of the appropriate interest rate to apply to the reconciliation balance is not 

final.  AIC Init. Br. at 74.   

In its Initial Brief, AIC restates previously-rejected arguments in support of its attempt to 

justify use of its WACC as a proxy for an appropriate level of interest to apply to the 

reconciliation balance.  AIC Init. Br. at 74-76.  CUB incorporates by reference all its previous 

arguments supporting the application of the Company’s short-term debt rate to any future under-

collected reconciliation balance.  See CUB Init. Br. at 30-35.  CUB does not object, and indeed 

supports, applying the WACC to under-collected reconciliation balances.  In this proceeding, 

however, AIC has produced an over-collected reconciliation balance.  See AIC Ex. 11.1 at 2 

(shows an adjusted revenue requirement decrease of $16.128 million); CUB Init. Br., Schedule A 

(shows an adjusted revenue requirement decrease of $39.137 million); Staff Ex. 6.0, Schedule 

6.05 (shows an adjusted revenue requirement decrease of $49.352 million).  Thus, the 

Commission has before it precisely the circumstances warranting CUB’s proposed treatment of 

over-collected reconciliation balances.   

Applying the utility’s WACC to over-collections is rational and fair to customers and the 

utility, because it symmetrically reimburses customers for the entire amount they overpaid 

through the over-collection.  Since ratepayers will incur the WACC cost of the higher projected 

plant in rates they will have already paid, it is only appropriate and reasonable to require that the 

overcharge be credited back to customers at the same rate - WACC.  CUB Ex. 1.0 at 50.  Using 

AIC’s weighted average cost of capital on over-collections thus assures that ratepayers will be 

compensated for providing excess funds to the utility under the formula rate plan (as measured 

by the over-collection) at a financing rate that is at least equal to the financing rate that the utility 
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charged to ratepayers, which has in part produced those over-collections.  Id.  There is therefore 

ample legal, factual and policy justification to apply AIC’s WACC to the over-recovered 

reconciliation balance that exists in this proceeding. 

X. CONCLUSION 
 

CUB respectfully requests that the Commission adopt the recommendations discussed 

herein and in CUB’s Initial Brief and reduce AIC’s proposed reconciliation revenue requirement 

accordingly. 
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